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DNS Magnitude

magnitude /ˈmæɡnɪtuːd/ the great size or importance of something; 
the degree to which something is large or important. 
(Oxford English Dictionary)

¤ Term and methodology invented by Alexander Mayrhofer (NIC.AT)
¡ First presented at ICANN58 (March 2017)

¤ A simple popularity measure for domains

¤ Human friendly, practical and based on DNS traffic measurements

¤ Mimicked after seismic magnitude scales (earthquake “size”)
¡ The scale is logarithmic

¤ Count the number of hosts that query for a domain
¡ Not the number of queries for a domain 
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The 3 principles of DNS magnitude

¤ Count unique hosts per domain instead of queries per domain

¤ Use a logarithmic scale

¤ Normalize the result
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Use a logarithmic scale, and normalize to 0-10 range

¤ A set of domains (such as top-level domains) is typically extremely 
diverse. On a linear scale, a handful of very busy domains will dwarf the 
long tail, so we’ll use a logarithmic scale

¡ Log(# hosts for “.uk”) = Log(380596) = 12.849

¤ Account for differences in daily volume by scaling to total host population 
observed.

¡ Log(# all hosts) = Log(1358477) = 14.122
¡ 12.849 / 14.122 = 0.9099

¤ Normalize to a range between 0 and 10:
¡ 0.9099 * 10 = 9.099

¤ In summary: Mag(d)= !" #$
!"(#&!!)

∗ 10
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DNS Magnitude at ICANN

¤ The 2013 interisle report:
¡ “The sources of queries for proposed TLD strings also follow a 

power-law distribution. For most of the most-queried proposed 
TLD strings, a relatively small number of distinct sources (as 
identified by IP address prefixes) account for a relatively large 
fraction of all queries.”

¤ OCTO-007 (2017, published 2020) 
Study of the Prevalence of DNS Queries for CORP, HOME, and MAIL
https://www.icann.org/octo-007-en.pdf
¡ Counted number of prefixes (/24 on IPv4 and /48 on IPv6)

¤ Counting hosts (i.e. sources of queries, or IP address prefixes) were 
used in the context of Name Collisions research.

¤ A high magnitude value indicates that a top-level domain is queried for 
by a large number of networks and presents a high collision risk.

https://www.icann.org/octo-007-en.pdf
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DNS Magnitude at ICANN

¤ In 2019, worked with nic.at to apply DNS-Magnitude to IMRS traffic
¡ https://www.icann.org/dns-magnitude-05aug20-en.pdf
¡ This formed the basis of ICANN’s DNS Magnitude research:

¤ https://observatory.research.icann.org/magnitude
¡ Daily (top 2000) ranking of top-level domains based on their DNS 

Magnitude ranking
¡ Observed from IMRS traffic
¡ Aggregated by /24 (IPv4) and /48 (IPv6)
¡ Calculated per UTC day
¡ Six days delay

• to allow the measurements to catch up after maintenance
• to allow chances in IMRS deployment to be reflected
• to avoid ”gaming” the system

https://www.icann.org/dns-magnitude-05aug20-en.pdf
https://observatory.research.icann.org/magnitude
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Ranked by Magnitude score
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Ranked by Query Volume
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Ranked by magnitude, undelegated only
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Ranked by query volume, undelegated only
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Interesting newly observed domains

Most popular newly observed tlds, today

Most popular newly observed tlds, this week
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Highest Average queries per host

Most popular newly observed tlds, today
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